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By Todd Smith

The Basics of Instinctive Shooting

T

his for you, too many mind!” I
was floored when I first heard
that line from the movie “The
Last Samurai.” The hero, Captain
Nathan Algren, played by Tom
Cruise, was not doing very well in his
Samurai training, he was taking a
beating. Cruise didn’t understand
and repeated what he had just heard,
as a question. “Too many mind?”
His helper explained, “Hai, too
many mind. Mind the sword. Mind
the people watch. Mind the enemy.
Too many mind...” His final advice
was, “No mind.”
His point was that Cruise was
paying too much attention to everything that was going on around him
as well as thinking about what he
was going to do next with the sword
rather than just trusting in his training and letting it happen. I remember thinking at the time, “That’s it!”
Don’t think, do! Easier said than
done, I realize that, but it is a key
point and concept to remember
when considering the art of instinctive shooting.
I’m no shooting coach, but I’ve
been shooting traditional bows for
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Mastering instinctive shooting can be quite a climb, but it’s worth the effort.

over 40 years. I’ve helped thousands
of folks new to traditional archery
get started and like most older
archers, the older I get the better I
used to be!
What follows is a brief overview
of instinctive shooting. I’ve offered
two completely different concepts
similar only in that they both rely on
consistent form for consistent
shooting.
Instinctive shooting, what is that
really? Merrium-Webster defines
instinct as: a natural or inherent
aptitude, impulse, or capacity
Is there really a method of shooting based on instinct? Shooting bows
and arrows goes way back in our
ancestral bloodlines. Mankind has
been shooting them for thousands of
years. Why couldn’t there be an
inherent and possibly, instinctual or
innate ability to shoot a bow embedded in the deep recesses of our gray
matter? I’m sure at some point in
your life you’ve tried something that
“just came naturally.” That’s the
“instinctive shooting” or “natural
shooting” that I’m talking about in
this first section.

I’ve always heard baseball and
basketball analogies used for
describing instinctive shooting, but
for me football is a more vivid application because I played quarterback
for years. I learned to throw from
many positions and of course while
on the run. Left to right, right to left,
and sometimes, when I was lucky,
with both feet planted. Of course the
target is moving as well, and always
at different angles and various rates
of speed. How was it then that I was
able to get the ball to my receiver so
regularly with so many variables at
play? It really was very natural for
me. I guess I had good instincts for
throwing the football accurately. My
body and mind knew what I wanted
to do, and by allowing them to work
together, in the moment, with total
concentration, they made it happen
for me.
That concept is what I consider
the purest form of instinctive shooting. Shooting a bow accurately is
actually easier than throwing a football because when you have a consistent draw length, you have the
same trajectory on every shot. Once
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Kids have natural instinctive shooting skills, they just look at what
they want to shoot and shoot it.

at the target, concentrated, drew
back the arrow until everything felt
right, then they instinctively
released. It really is amazing at just
how accurate someone can be who
shoots like this. For this kind of
shooting you don’t want to overthink it, you just do it. You don’t analyze each shot, you just shoot.
G. Fred Asbell has been teaching
the traditional way for over 40 years.
He specializes in a natural form of
instinctive shooting that he believes
helps those shooting this way
become better bowhunters. One of
his tagline is; “No fancy aiming sys-

tems here.” His style of instinctive
shooting is not an aiming system, it’s
an effective way to trust in your natural ability to; concentrate on a spot,
draw, anchor, release, and hit.
Note: Mr. Asbell has written two
comprehensive instinctive shooting
books and produced an excellent
DVD called Instinctive Shooting. If
you’re interested in learning a natural, instinctive shooting style you
really should check them out. He
also offers instinctive shooting seminars. For more information visit his
website: GFredAsbell.com
“Aim small, miss small.” I’m not
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you take enough shots, your brain
remembers the trajectories and
becomes your own on-board computer for calculating where to hold.
It remembers what your sight picture should look like before you take
the shot. When everything is good to
go, your brain sends you the signal
that; “it now feels right to shoot.”
Easy? It is if you trust in yourself and
don’t second guess yourself with “too
many mind.”
Just look at what you want to hit,
pull the arrow back and let it go.
Does that really work? Is it really that
easy? For some people it is.
I see this in kids all the time.
They’re fascinated with the bow and
arrow and can’t wait to shoot. You’ve
got to get them while they’re still
willing to try anything, though. As
soon as the, “That looks hard…” attitude creeps in, it’s too late. As in so
many things in life, true instinctive
shooting takes faith. If you believe
you can do it, you can.
Put a balloon on a target in front
of a kid and ask them to hit it. More
often than not they will. Better yet,
throw a disc in the air and tell them
to hit that. To them it sounds like
fun. You toss, they shoot, and many
times, they hit! How? They let their
“will” do it. They simply know that
they “want” to hit it. Their bodies
and minds work together through
eye-hand coordination and they hit
what they want to hit. They looked

Putting up balloons gives kids something they really want
to hit and they instinctively do it.
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If we shoot at the whole animal, it’s easy to miss completely.

sure who really came up with this
saying, but I think it nails the “pick a
spot” concept. I first heard it from
Mark Baker, a black powder shooter
who specializes in the French and
Indian timeframe and what is called
“period trekking”. The point here is
that in this more “pure instinctive”
style of shooting, once you get the
basics down, one of the most important things you can do to improve
your accuracy is to pick a tiny and
specific spot to focus your attention
on. We have a tendency to aim at the
whole animal and when we do that
and miss by just a small margin, we
miss the entire animal. It’s different
if we aim small, meaning pick a very
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If we “pick a spot” and concentrate, we should hit the kill zone.

small target to focus our will on.
Howard Hill, one of the best known
and most deadly bowhunters of all
time always said we should, “Bore a
hole in it.” He did and his exploits
are legendary. Today many traditional shooters repeat, “pick a spot”
to themselves while in the act of
shooting to remind them to really
focus on a very small spot. That way,
even if they miss that exact spot,
their shot is still very close to it and
in hunting situations well within the
kill zone.
Focusing on a small spot like this
takes concentration and we all have
a limited supply of concentration in
us at any given time. Shooting hundreds of arrows back to back with
correct concentration is not really
possible for this style of shooting. As
such, it’s not even a good idea to
shoot that way because it will be easy
to develop, then burn into muscle
memory, bad habits. Stump shooting or roving are much better practice for instinctive shooters. If you’re
practicing in the backyard, shoot
one or two arrows with perfect form.
You can come back later for another
arrow or two, after your concentration has a chance to replenish itself.
It’s much better for you to shoot
fewer arrows perfectly that bunches
of arrows poorly.
Not only do we have a limited
supply of concentration at a given
time, we also have less than a second
to sustain intense concentration on
our spot. For the natural point and
shoot style of instinctive shooting

you should be looking at the spot
that you want to hit as you draw your
arrow, but you should wait until that
instant just before you release the
arrow, to engage your entire being in
intense focus on the exact spot you
want to see your arrow appear in. In
that instant of intense concentration
and focus, allow the fingers of your
string hand to relax, keep looking at
your spot, then enjoy the satisfaction
of an accurate shot, fired instinctively.
On film, I’ve seen Howard Hill,
John Shultz, and Ron LaClair each
shoot aspirins out of the air. When
asked how they did it, they really didn’t have an answer. They just knew
they wanted to hit it, they concen-

In this DVD, G. Fred Asbell teaches a natural instinctive shooting style perfectly
suited for hunting.
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The key to this second style of
shooting is finding, building, and
perfecting a shot sequence. A series
of events in a particular order, that
when executed correctly, result in
accurate arrow placement. Build a
shot sequence that works, practice it
perfectly, and concentrate on each
and every step, until you have it
down. This is very mindful shooting
at this point, intentional and deliberate. Later, after continuing with
your practice as long as it takes, and
shooting successfully around other

people, you’ll gain confidence. Like
always trusting your compass,
always trust your shot sequence. If
you do, accurate shooting will begin
to happen.
Let me share with you “Seven
Steps to Excellence” a special shot
sequence developed by Rod Jenkins.
Rod is an amazing competitive
shooter and shooting coach. He has
analyzed the entire shot sequence
and created more than an aiming
system; he has created a complete
shooting system. I have not yet been

Instinctive shooting lends itself well to
the quick shots you sometimes encounter
in hunting situations.

trated, drew, shot, and hit that small
and moving target. It’s very impressive to see that kind of instinctive
shooting, especially with that kind of
accuracy. (I’ll bet money they were
aiming small and concentrating
intensely at the moment of release.)
This method of instinctive
shooting can be very liberating and
stress free. With good form, practice,
and faith in yourself, it’s amazing at
just how accurate you can be with
true instinctive shooting.
Without good form it is impossible to reach your full potential. I
think most archers would agree with
that statement. Even in the more
natural
instinctive
shooting
described above, the best shooters
are the shooters with the best form.
There is another form of
“instinctive shooting” that is not
really instinctive but it is very powerful and in time it can become very
natural if not instinctual. Taking this
path requires hard work and dedication. You need to commit to the
process and see it through. If you’re
willing to put in the time and effort,
the rewards are intense.

Dr. Ed Ashby
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coached by Rod, so I’m not personally familiar with this system, but I’ve
spoken with some folks who have
trained with Rod and they’re shooting better than they ever have in
their lives.
Here are Rod’s Seven Steps to
Excellence, in order.
Step 1: Stance
Step 2: Bow Hand
Step 3: String Hand
Step 4: Anchor / Calibration
Step 5: Commitment
Step 6: Aiming / Expansion
Step 7: Conclusion
Note: We can’t get into the details
of Rod’s shooting system here, but if
you’re interested in hosting one of
his shooting clinics contact him
through his website: SafariTuff.com
As you can see, that’s a lot to
think about at first. It’s fairly intimidating, but once you understand the
mechanics of it, and once you practice it correctly long enough, it
becomes like second nature.
First we learn to shoot a certain
way, then through repetition of that
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form, in time the
shot
sequence
shifts from our
conscious mind
to our subconscious. Once the
shift to the subconscious happens, the shot
sequence is executed fluidly, naturally, and almost
effortlessly. The
body and mind
go into auto-pilot
through the subconscious so you The Masters of the Barebow series
can concentrate features several instinctive shooters
on other things. you can learn from.
Even though it
was a learned behavior, it becomes try to replace bad habits with proper
almost “instinctual.” This is especial- form later.
ly beneficial for shooting instinctiveA good resource for viewing sevly because at the moment of the eral different yet successful instincshot, you must be concentrating tive shooters is the Masters of the
intensely on where you want your Barebow series produced by
arrow to appear and nothing else.
Traditional Vision Quest. There are
Think about when you first three volumes in the series and while
learned to ride a bike. You had to watching them you’ll see some of the
keep your balance, steer with the nation’s top traditional shooters
handlebars, and maintain speed… (including Rod Jenkins) shooting
Turn!! Stop!! Fall… Later, once we and describing not only how they
practiced riding enough, the body shoot, but what equipment they use
and mind seemed to say, “OK, we get and why. Volume 2 has an excellent
it.” From that point on, you just arrow tuning section and Volume 3
hopped on the bike and rode.
has a good section on target panic.
It was similar when we learned The Masters of the Barebow series is
to drive a car, but now? Have you available through several dealers
ever gotten somewhere and then and distributors. For a complete listyou realized that you couldn’t even ing visit: ToddSmithCo.com
remember the drive there? That’s
Learning to shoot instinctively is
the subconscious taking care of the a journey; there are many paths to
business at hand so you can think choose from but the destination is
about other things. Shooting tradi- the same. We’re striving for accurate
tional bows can be like that.
shooting, especially if we’re
What system should you use? I’ll bowhunters. Like G. Fred Asbell
stick my neck out and advise that you says, “Better bowhunting through
look around and see what other tradi- better bow shooting.” That should be
tional shooters are doing and see our goal. Better bow shooting.
what makes sense to you and what Shooting instinctively is very
perhaps comes most naturally to you. rewarding, like the view from a hard
If you’re a shop owner and won summit. It may take sweat
you’re not familiar with instinctive equity to get there and you may have
shooting, I encourage you to learn to backtrack at times to find the right
the basics of instinctive shooting so trail, but the spectacular view from
you can help newcomers to tradi- the top is well worth it. Give instinctional archery get off to a good start. tive shooting a try and enjoy the view
It’s much better for them to learn from the top.
proper form in the first place than to

